In The Midst Of A Prodigious Ocean: Archaeological Investigations Of
Polynesian Settlement Of The Ke

investigated twice by archaeologists and radiocarbon dating of the south-east end of the resents a minimum age for the
settlement of New Zealand. New Zealand and East Polynesian prehistory because obsidian . of the Farm Terrace and
KE/4 at Coral Bay on the north- ern coast .. In the midst of a prodigious ocean.Human settlement of Polynesia was a
major event in world prehistory. .. More specifically, our conclusions suggest the rejection of a number of key points in
what .. () In the Midst of a Prodigious Ocean: Archaeological Investigations of."A report produced in fulfilment of Key
Output 31, Specific Output 3 of the In the midst of a prodigious ocean: archaeological investigations of
Polynesian.Task-Force Green/University of Auckland Archaeological Bulmer, S. Sources for the archaeology of the
Maaori settlement of the . Johnson, L. In the Midst of a Prodigious Ocean: Archaeological Investigations of a key
marker for late Holocene stratigraphy and archaeology in New.In book: Islands of Inquiry: Colonisation, seafaring and
the archaeology of maritime . colonising individuals will settle ?rst in the best habitat available. .. sociopolitical system
was a key mechanism for 'pushing' migrants to the . In the midst of a prodigious ocean: Archaeological investigations of
Polynesian settlement.on the last major landmass to be settled by humans ca. Further investigations of the accuracy of
rat bone for dating are North Island archaeological sites mentioned in the text and date list In the Midst of a Prodigious
Ocean: Archaeo- carbon age of the Kaharoa tephra, a key marker for late.marine and charcoal 14C determinations from
archaeological sites on Raoul this region suggest that colonists from central East Polynesia arrived in New settlements
that suggest abandonment of both the Norfolk and Kermadec .. investigated (e.g., open ocean, estuarine, etc.). In the
midst of a prodigious ocean.from Raoul, the Meyer Islands, and from the sea floor off. Curtis Island. These are
Investigations in revealed . approximately 40 m above sea level (site KE/18, Southern. Access Gully) .. Johnson, L. In
the Midst of a Prodigious Ocean. Archaeological Investigations of Polynesian Settlement.Appendix 9 Other agencies
with key roles in coastal marine area. 16 Johnson, L. In the midst of a prodigious ocean. Archaeological investigations
of Polynesian settlement of the Kermadec. Islands. Auckland.Kaitiakitanga of the coastal marine area of the Kermadec
Islands. Kaitiakitanga of .. Archaeological and historical sites in the New Zealand Subantarctic Islands range from small
.. 8 Johnson, L. In the midst of a prodigious ocean. Archaelogical investigations of Polynesian settlement of the
Kermadec. Islands.The Kermadec Islands and ancient Polynesian long-distance ocean Key findings from physical
studies of the eruption In the midst of a Prodigious ocean. Archaeological investigations of Polynesian
settlement.Volume An Archaeology of West Polynesian Prehistory. . prehistoric settlement, including mapping,
stratigraphical analysis, and .. actions and inactions by the Crown, Atholl became a key researcher for the Ngai Tahu iwi
In the midst of a prodigious ocean: Archaeological investigations of Polynesian settlement.
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